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DON’T FORGET….. 
BDOCA has a long standing 
commitment to support fi-
nancially youngsters learn-
ing the organ. Contact Sue 
Moore for details, giving as 
much information as you 
can. 

Martin Morris has been poorly 

recently, and Linden is occupied with 
caring for him. That is the main reason 
you haven’t had a newsletter for 
some time. However, I have tried to 
keep you all [or, at least, those 
members with e-mail] abreast of 
things with e-mails. For the time 
being, I’ll go back to doing the 
newsletter.        Reg. 

MEMBERSHIP 
A warm welcome to a new member,  
MAURICE ANDERSON from Dartford. 
His details will be published in the 
next membership list update. 
   And we are saddened to report the 
death of RON. SMITH. The eulogy 
from his funeral is reproduced within 
this newsletter. 
   And, sadly, SHEILA WHITEHEAD has 
decided to resign, as she’s no longer 
able to take part in events. 

COMING EVENTS 
SATURDAY 19.7.14 
“Organ crawl”. Start 9.30am St George’s, 
Hanover Square (new, quite spiffing, Ameri-
can organ); then on to All Souls, Langham 
Place. After that, we’ll no doubt sort out 
lunch together  - Sue is looking for some-
where good. DO COME ALONG. Reminder 
(with map) will come out start July. 
 

SATURDAY 26.7.14 
TREASURE HUNT   This is always great fun. 
Start at 6pm outside The Ship PH. Green 
Street Green [the Dartford one, not Orping-
ton - damned silly name replicated a few 
miles apart!]. On to a location chosen by 
Bruce [bruce.davis11@yahoo.co.uk or   01322 
558129], then a short recital, then a pub meal. 
Question sheets £1. 
 

SATURDAY 16.8.14 afternoon rehearsal, 
then ... 
EVENSONG for the Assumption. At St Mary’s, 
Stone. Nik conducting; me playing. Music all 
in a booklet soon. Introit: de Olivera,  As-
sumpta [a joy from CPDL—but I’ve had to edit 
out a naughty syllable - come along and find 
it: no prize, and, if you say out loud what it 
was, you get drummed out of the Brownies!]; 
Mag & Nunc - Walmisley Dm  [lovely stuff—
written, fuelled by opium!]; Lindley - Ave 
Maria (SATB version); Smith of Durham Re-
sponses (SATB).  We need plenty of singers to 
carry this off  -  please spread the word to 
non-BDOCA members. 
 

Non-BDOCA members are welcome at our events. 

AGM  Wed. 24.9.14 7.30pm 
This year, we’re at St James, North Cray. 162-year-old 
Bevington work-horse. Big winding problems: top 
end of Swell and bottom 8ve of pedal asthmatic. 
Pedal Bourdon permanently on. Some nice pipework. 
Bring your manuals only stuff for composite recital , 
before AGM. [tell Nik details] 
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CHORISTERS’ COMPETITION 
Marilyn has kindly produced this summary of the results: 

Chorister Competition 2014 results 
There were 7 churches represented (1 less than 2013) 
21 solo entries (4 less than 2013) 
results were 
Class 1 (Boy/Girl 9 & under)   1st place Clarence Nicol - All Saints Belvedere (1 entry) 
Class 2 (Boy/Girl 10/11 years)   1st place David Smith - St John’s Erith (2 entries) 
Class 3 (probationers)    1st place Xaviera Bampoe-Addo - St Paulinus (4 entries) 
Class 4 (Boy trebles 12-14 years)   1st place Alexander Penfold - All Saints Footscray with St James   
      North Cray (3 entries) 
Class 5 no entries  
Class 6 (Girls 12/13 years)    1st place Clarice Nicol All Saints Belvedere (4 entries) 
Class 7 (Girls 14/17 years)    1st place Grace Penfold All Saints Footscray with St James North   
     Cray (3 entries) 
Class 8 (Adults)     1st place Tina Hewett All Saints Footscray with St James North   
      Cray (4 entries) 
Class 9 Junior choirs    1st Place St Johns Erith (2 entries) 
Class 10 Non SATB choirs    1st place St Mark with St Margaret, Plumstead, (2 entries) 
Class 11 SATB choirs    1st place St Nicholas Chislehurst (3 entries) 
The solo competitor with the highest marks from classes 1-7 was Grace Penfold (All Saints Footscray with St James North 
Cray) 
 

And a big THANK YOU to Marilyn for organising the event. And thank you, too, to Ailsa for her work on the various 
trophies. There should be an additional trophy, next year. 
 
We understand that we are the only Organists’ Association in the land to run such an event. 

THE ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL – ORGAN GALA LAUNCH CONCERT    Doug. Snow writes 
It was with a great sense of anticipation that I arrived at the Royal Festival Hall on Tuesday 18th March for the Opening Gala concert for the refurbished 
instrument.  By the time I got around to booking tickets, there were not many left, but I did manage to get three in the back row of stalls.  Before the 
concert two of us enjoyed some refreshments while watching action from the temporary Radio 3 Studio that had been set up for two weeks. 
 
Onto the concert itself.  It opened with an arrangement of Gigout’s “Grand Chœur Dialogué” for brass and organ with John Scott at the console.  An 
enjoyable arrangement – but it was strange that the opening sound came from the Brass ensemble not the organ!  From where I was sitting it did seem 
the brass often overwhelmed the organ.  The next piece was an organ solo – Bach’s “Passacaglia & Fugue in C minor”, again with John Scott.  This 
showed off the organ masterfully, with different quiet stops being used throughout and I felt the “stereo” effect of the organ’s layout. 
 
Following on, the organist Isabelle Demers played an arrangement of Mendelssohn’s “Scherzo and Nocturne” from “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”.  
Again, enjoyable pieces, but I did feel she was too ambitious in stop and manual changes. 
 
Next was Bach’s “Concerto in D”, arranged for trumpet (Alison Balsom) and organ (David Goode).  It was well played by both musicians, and the organ 
was well balanced against the solo trumpet.   The first half concluded with Sir Peter Maxwell Davies “A Wall of Music” for organ (David Goode), brass and 
children’s choir. From where I sat the piece was not effective as the large children’s choir was often drowned out by the instruments.  [I did listen to 
piece again at home on the BBC I-Player and it was better balanced]. 
 
The second half started with Sir John Tavener’s “Monument for Beethoven” for chorus and organ (John Scott).  It was well sung by the Elysian Singers, 
but the tenuous link to Beethoven was lost on me and it seemed a strange choice for the Gala opening.  Jane Parker-Smith then played Franck’s 
“Fantaisie in A” followed by her own arrangement of Liszt’s “Mephisto Waltz No 1”.  The former was played well and Jane demonstrated a mastery of 
the instrument.  The latter piece was new to me and I did not think the devil character of the piece, as described by the programme, really came through. 
 
The final piece in the concert was Dupré’s “Prelude and Fugue in B”, with Isabelle Demers returning to the console.   Isabelle played all her pieces from 
memory which I must say was a great accomplishment.  
 
Well, what was my overall impression of the evening?   From the back of the stalls, the organ did not seem as powerful as I might have expected.  The 
programme seemed an unusual “pick and mix” and I myself would have preferred a more well-known organ piece to close the evening.  So I went away 
slightly disappointed. 
    
Out of interest, I did look up the definition of the word “Gala” in the dictionary - it gave me “a festive occasion; celebration; special entertainment.” I 
have to say I do not think the evening met that definition.   I did make two further trips to the RFH within six days of this concert.  Firstly for the Family 
concert on the Saturday at 9.30am (an early start!!) with my nephew.  We sat much nearer the front and the organ sounded much more impressive; this 
concert finished with a jolly, foot tapping piece – “Halley’s Comet” by the astronomer Patrick Moore.   On the Monday I attended with Michael Macey the 
Thomas Trotter recital and also the pre-concert talk which proved illuminating.  Thomas gave an excellent recital and played so musically.  Again being 
seated nearer the front provided a much more rewarding listen. 
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RON SMITH—EULOGY—Rev’d Stephen Sealy (St John’s, Sidcup) 
It is good to see so many people here today. The sudden nature of Ron’s death, after he appeared to be making progress in hospital, was a shock to 
many of us, and I guess that few had a chance to say ‘goodbye’ as one is sometimes able to do. Ron was not in enormously good health, and I marvelled 
that he wanted to continue with his serving here at the 8 o’clock service on Sundays, when it often appeared to be a great effort. But we should be glad 
that Ron kept up his endless round of activities to the very close of his life, and didn’t have to suffer the decline that leads to immobility, and great loss in 
the quality of life. 
 
Ron Smith was born in the East End, and moved to Sidcup when he was very young. He was an only child, and the family moved into 159 Sidcup Hill. Ron 
attended Sidcup Hill School and then Chislehurst and Sidcup Grammar School, on the Kemnal site. 
 
I’m told he was called ‘Smudger’ Smith following an incident when he smudged another boy’s work during an exam. Why Ron should have been so close 
to another’s boy answer paper during an exam perhaps we shouldn’t ask.  
 
On leaving school Ron went to work for the Midland Bank, but his employment was interrupted by national service, which took place at Larkhill on Salis-
bury Plain. We know he had some financial responsibilities for the Garrison Church there. 
 
After National Service Ron returned to banking – to the National Bank of New Zealand offices in London. He then worked for the Hulme Corporation in 
St. Swithun’s Lane, where he was manager for new business. He became Company Secretary, but was made redundant in 1982, a bitter blow to him. I’m 
told Ron was the typical city gent – complete with rolled umbrella and Financial Times under the arm. Ron then worked briefly for IFICO before becoming 
an independent financial consultant before retiring. 
 
Ron met Beryl at a Young Conservative event, and they married in 1958. They had two daughters, Ann and Ruth. Ron encouraged their development and 
was particularly proud that in due course both became home owners. But before that time, there were family holidays in Devon, Norfolk and Yorkshire, 
in particular.  There was a coach trip to Switzerland which led to Ron expressing a dislike of coach travel. After Beryl’s death, Ruth took Ron to Italy – 
Lake Maggiore – which he greatly enjoyed. He also went to Ireland with Ann. 
 
Ron  had an enormous number of interests. Church-going was fostered from early days at Foots Cray Baptist Church. He joined St. John’s choir here, then 
became organist at St. Mary’s Swanley, before coming back to St. John’s as Organist and Choirmaster. Later, Ron filled-in at an enormous number of 
churches in the area and was well-known in both Rochester and Southwark dioceses. He was an early member of the St. John’s Operatic Society, in the 
1950s. He was a founder member of the Bernice Hyde Hall Management committee. 
 
Ron was a member of the Young Conservatives in Sidcup, and took an active interest in politics and the issues of the day to the very end of his life. He 
stood for election as a Councillor three times in Norfolk, an area of which Ron was very fond, where his parents had a house. Ron was also a member of 
the 1912 Club in the House of Commons, and a member of the local Chamber of Commerce. In 2008 he was awarded ‘cap and gown’ by Financial services 
for mortgage broking, an honour of which he was very proud. 
 
Ron had many other interests: butterflies, moths, horseracing, steam railways – especially the Mid-Norfolk, music - of course; history, geography – being 
a life member of the Royal Geographical Society. Ron had both National Trust and English Heritage membership, and loved visiting places.  He was still 
serving as a school governor at Dulverton School at the time of his death, where he had a record of supporting the teaching staff, and he took an active 
interest in Neighbourhood Watch.  He was involved in Kent Wildlife. He had a large stamp collection which, he said, ‘brought the world to him.’ The list 
goes on: Ron was a member of the Ancient Monument Society; the Prayer Book Society, and took an interest in the Gurkhas; and in the Scouting and 
Guiding movement. I’m also told Ron was a bit of an artist in his younger days. 
 
It may be true to say that Ron was not always an easy person to get to know. He could be controversial, tenacious over an issue, and cynical. He quite 
liked to play devil’s advocate, and one could not always be sure whether he was joking or not. But beneath what some found a forbidding presence, 
there was a humble and kind man, with a twinkle in the eye. In retirement, he became the Kleeneze man. He saw this as a way of helping people who 
didn’t get out of their homes. There is a certain irony that Ron toured streets selling cleaning utensils, because he was not remotely interested in house-
hold stuff in his own home, and had occasionally to phone a daughter to ask what was the purpose of the implement he was selling! He saw his peripa-
tetic organ playing as a way of helping churches without an organist. Ron would be a person to acknowledge that with privileges and abilities came re-
sponsibilities, and Ron was never one to shirk a task. 
 
Ron felt the loss of Beryl very keenly, and separation from loved ones is something hard to bear. We heard from the Book of Revelation. The reading 
looks forward to the life beyond this – the heavenly Jerusalem - where there will be no more crying or pain; where God will wipe away every tear. It also 
contains the slightly odd reference to the fact that there will be no more sea. In the writer’s time, the sea was an image of separation in an age when 
travel was difficult and hazardous. So, ‘there was no more sea’ should be a comfort to us. We look forward to that time when we shall share with Ron 
and Beryl the fulfilment of life in God’s eternal presence, where there will be no more separation, no death, no pain. 

CELEBRITY RECITAL 
Daniel gave us a wondrously varied programme which showed off what Brownes, its tuners/
rebuilders, describe as a “mini-cathedral” instrument. His Mozart was a joyous explosion of virtuos-
ity. The Bach preludes demonstrated the quality of the gentler stops. And he played Ronald Corp’s 
Festivo, written for him, which gave a full prospect of the instrument’s range. In all, a magnificent 
evening. 
 
And special thanks to James Wilkinson, the new Director of Music at St John’s, for an absolutely 
magnificent buffet at half-time. 
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BOOK REVIEW: 
T David Gordon, Why Johnny Can’t Sing Hymns, (P&R Publishing, New Jersey, 2010) 
   Amazon: £8.95 
In a recent Radio 4 programme, there came the news that “charismatic” church congregations are swell-
ing, seemingly inexorably [a certain amount of hyperbole here, perhaps]. Then we heard a cathedrals 
spokesman, telling us that there has been, of recent years, a 37% increase [don’t you feel trust towards 

strange percentages?] in cathedral congregations; and that cathedral choristers, more or less totally, con-
tinue as churchmen, after their voices change - and their parents go with them. The cathedrals spokes-
man posited the view that the “charismatic” churches offered entertainment (his disdain was there, but 
politely covered); whereas the cathedral ethos offered depth and enduring value. 
    The author here is a Media Ecologist and picks up the same notions : such ecological beings, it seems, 
have their concerns with social constructs which reflect cultural values,  and social constructors - things 
that shape cultural values. 
     Pastor Gordon underlines every bit of what he has to say with a snowstorm of biblical references (and 

I’d previously thought the Jehovah’s Witnesses had the edge!). One thing he does, at a gentle and very thorough 
pace throughout the book, is to demolish the foundations of the buzz word we’ve all so had to endure 
over may years: accessible. And “contemporary” [he sees “contemporaneity” as a way “to regard the 

past with a kind of benign contempt”] gets a justified bashing, too.  He has much to say on how we - or at 
least the modern generation - evaluate music; how it has become an ephemeral background wash, rather 
than something worthy of concentrated attention. The “just a matter of taste” argument is quickly killed 
off. He appears to tackle the immensely thorny problem of aesthetics, but then runs behind a biblical 
smokescreen. Nevertheless, his detailed argument is for effort/beauty in worship. The Christian commu-

nity is in no way served or advanced by the self-driven music of “worship songs”. The notion that all types 
of music are of equal value is shown to be vacuous politicising. I am reminded of this: 
WORSHIP  …. is to quicken the conscience to the 
  Holiness of God 
   to feed the mind with the 
  Truth of God 
   to purge the imagination with the 
  Beauty of God 
   to open the heart to the 
  Love of God 
  to devote the will to the 
  Purposes of God.  Archbishop William Temple (1881-1944)     
   The “old” style of congregational hymns retains value. Four-square tunes which meld a body of worshippers; harmonic interest; melodic scope: commu-

nal drive. And there are still plenty of this sort still being written today. We should all keep abreast of new ones. We need to grip both the present, as well 
as commune with the past - and do it with a self-advancing value system. Do the 25-blade razor heads that I am today sold, at a king’s ransom, really act 
more effectively than the old razor blade? 
    When we are fed the joys of “accessibility”, we should  counter with the joys [oh, my joys are better than yours!] and rewards of effort - and be ready 
to infect our fellows with that. It may be a rising smile, slowly emerging from the scowl bred of divining harmonising a Bach chorale. Much more convinc-
ing than a sickly grin. 
    Towards the end of the book, he tackles sentimentality and how it affects our perception of worship texts/music. Sentimentalism is a dribbling at the 
communal river bank, without true community or personal confession: an abstract, but goo-ey, construct designed to deceive self and Maker. First per-
sonal singular is a symptom. Empty minds another. Count how the tabloid papers seek to tweak our emotions.... 
    As church musicians, we have a weighty task to perform. If we slip into being “entertainment officers”, we have lost the path. We shouldn’t give space 
to the modern notion of “lite”. 
    Each chapter ends with “Questions for reflection”, on the lines of “Have you been to a Harvester before?”. Give them a miss. Tad patronising. [My 
eldest daughter is married to an American and lives over there: I fear for her intellect. Don’t tell her I was once a member of the American Institute of 

Musicology.] 
   There is far more apparent integrity in “reaching out” to people via personal effort than through pandering to the “other side’s” weaknesses. The 
“young” get a mention: they are far more likely to be impressed by the weight of historically-based values than up-to-the-minute spikes: and I’ve seen the 
truth of this  in action. 
    This is a thorough examination of modern musical mores. Well worth a read - and a big think.                                                            
          Reg. 6.12.13 
 


